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Re-engineering business models for sustainability
Covid 2019 brought unexpected and drastic downturn to all from
individuals to big business. Fear, losses, and isolation caused many
psychological breakdown in individuals and retrenchments and closures of
many businesses. Globally, not only individuals but countries were
isolated from each other with internet as the only source of
communication. Those businesses that adapted quickly to the changing patterns of
interaction and actions stabilized themselves by shifting physical business to online
model commercially to accepting the model of all employees working from home
through internet and ensuring the success of these models. As processes of
production shut down and stocks dwindled, the survival of many in manufacturing
sector either came through a rapid shift to using production capital and assets and
supply chain for manufacturing masks and sanitizers. A complete shift in the service
sector witnessed a hurried move to tracking obsessively their customers online and
maintaining the relationship with them. But is all this sustainable? On the flip side, it
resulted in start of many new businesses and creative entrepreneurs. Internet became
God again with physical world declared as a diseased and scary place to go out in.
Profits and growth went to those who were nimble, agile, and creative enough to adapt
to changes and downturn. Downturn can result in profits and growth and adaptation is
still the key to growth as Darwin said were two big lessons of Covid 2019. A
re-engineering of business models done to adapt to and protect from drastic downturn
may need to be re-looked at to fit it to the reduction of fear as Covid subsides.
Gunjeet Kaur
Dean, School of Management
Presidency University, Bengaluru

USHA INT. LTD.

Covid Times and Fast Moving Consumer Durable Industry

Current FY started with global pandemic i.e. Covid 19 and the entire
team is working with full dedication to acquire maximum orders for key
product portfolio required for temporary Quarantine Centres by initiatives
like calling up all Covid hospitals and cold calling our retailer base . As a
result, we have been able to generate a good turnover in April / May
when entire nation was under lockdown. We have efficiently utilised the
period of lockdown to give trainings to the sales team at all levels to sharpen their
selling skills & product knowledge. We have also formed a command centre to track
every order acquired through cold calling and ensuring the delivery by combining the
distributor network of all businesses so as to ensure the last mile delivery of each
order. The same is being reviewed every morning with all Area Managers and
Product-in-Charges (PICs) during 2.5 months of lock down period. Another initiative is
the Product of the Day Campaign. Quiz and Role Play on Whatsapp group was
created from 01st April from all Business Units (BU’s) where all Onrolls & Offrolls were
added. The focus every day is on One Product from each category which is supported
by 1. A quiz in which the group participates 2. A one pager capturing the key features
and USPs. 3. A live role play video from the team to check the understanding and pitch
quality. The above factors have really helped the team to remain active & also they
remain aligned
towards the market & towards their respective product lines.

V ICE C HANCELLOR ’ S M ESSAGE
Organizations
that
will
survive and thrive will be the
ones which can upskill/reskill
rapidly and adapt to the
changing situation. They
also have to motivate
employees to do so and
keep up their flagging
morale. Employees need to believe that
their organization cares so the leadership
has to quickly put in place systems and
processes to ensure their health and safety
- physical, financial and increasingly
psychological. This is not going to be easy
with retrenchments and pay-cuts. A
paradigm shift is required to not only adapt
one’s products (or market offering) but also
the processes to deliver the product to the
market. Corporates may need to establish
a Crisis management style of approvals as
the usual system driven one may not be
appropriate in these times. There may be
many road blocks in the form of
government restrictions, lockdowns etc.
but one has to find innovative solutions.
Lastly the government can lend a helping
hand by providing specific policy actions to
resurrect failing business in the interest of
national growth. Organizations too need to
lend a hand to NGOs and health officials.
This can actually help in image building.
The New Normal may not be’ New’ no
more and may be with us a while!

I am Happy that School of Management
has chosen this theme for the current issue
of management Sapience which is very
pertinent to be discussed in business
world. My Best wishes to the Editorial
Team !
D Subhakar

E DITORS ’

M ESSAGE

Dear Readers, we take the pleasure to
unveil the third issue of our Bi-annual
Newsletter, Management Sapience, a
topical theme-based initiative by School of
Management, Presidency
University,
Bengaluru. Each issue is meant to inspire,
educate, and advocate for themes we care
about. In order to keep the readers widely
interested and updated, we have also
included articles to communicate significant
events
and
activities
of
Presidency University.
The
theme
chosen for the fourth issue is “Reengineering
business
models
for
sustainability in Pandemic and Beyond”
which is important in the current complex
business world. In order to address the
new normal in a business world,
transformative strategies and disruptive
thinking are required. We are extremely
grateful to the contributors for sparing their
valuable time.
We hope that you will enjoy reading this
issue!

Amit Sharma
Assistant Vice President & Business Head
Usha International Ltd.

Pratika

Rosewine
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The 3A Approach: Agility; Adaptability;
Accessibility

Context Setting

Dr. Ajeet Gandhi
addressed Students
and Faculty of SOM on
Healthcare Norms in
Covid. This was
organized as part of
‘Best Practices’

“I F I

HAD ONE

HO UR TO SAVE THE
WO RLD ,

I

WOULD

SPEND FIFTY - FIVE
MINUTES DEFINING

THE PROBLEM AND
ONLY FIVE MINUTES
FINDING THE
SOLUTIO N .”

– A LBERT E INSTEIN

Dr. J. Bhandari addressed
students of SOM on
Economic Impact of
Covid’19 and Jobs

culture.
Adaptability: With the COVID-19 outbreak that
has led to frequent changes in the market and
customer requirements almost every day,
organisations were pushed to transform the
way they work and respond swiftly. Most
organisations shattered traditional practices
and beliefs, and adopted new practices in a
matter of days, to respond to the crisis
situation. Studying these practices certain
common drivers emerge that are helping
organisations to enhance their agility.
Interestingly, Businesses seems to have
adopted adaptable organisation models
knowingly or unknowingly to deal with the
current situation. Some organisations are
taking efforts to manage them effectively.

The Covid-19 pandemic has
impacted health & socioeconomic fabric; The Covid-19
outbreak is first and foremost a
societal crisis, threatening life
and well-being of our global
community. The pandemic has created a
never-before focus on health and safety.
Social
distancing
and
structural
interventions are the norm aimed to drive
faster recovery. Consumer priorities are
being re-calibrated; certain behavior
Accessibility:
With
social
distancing
changes will stick long-term.
becoming the new normal, digital accessibility
Thought leaders need to drive an is vital for everyone to stay in touch with each
integrated response to navigate the crisis. other. Physical things like public transportation
There are New Consumer habits which are either severely limited or shutdown. People
may
becoming the new Normal e.g. either are voluntarily or by mandate sheltering
Remote way of living - Brands have in place or practicing physical distancing. Many
started leveraging the need for virtual people are solely relying on digital means for
connect in their brand messaging; Do it everyday activities including: Shopping for
yourself - Consumers have picked up necessities and ordering food; Employment;
new chores / hobbies during lockdown; Education; Tele-healthcare; Socializing and
Community
Services;
Finance;
Opportunity for brands to innovate and religion;
engage via moment marketing; Superior Recreation/relaxation. With physical distancing
all of these areas must be addressed through
hygiene and clean living
digital means.
Agility:
Major disruptions caused by
unexpected
changes
in
business
Brave New World:
The world is going to
conditions can hit at any time and with little
warning. Simply having a business continue to become more digital. If anything,
continuity plan is not sufficient, particularly this crisis will accelerate the motivation for firms
to embrace digital operations and digital
if it has not been completed, resourced,
experience.
Businesses
must
and routinely tested.
The value of customer
embrace digital transformation to keep up: A
Business Continuity Planning is not about
having a specific plan to follow, it is about new McKinsey report shows that nearly all
having created an effective organizational organizations, whether traditional companies or
startups, are reorienting their business models
capability that can quickly understand and
respond to an evolving set of problems. As to be more digital as a direct result of the
the COVID-19 pandemic duration extends impact COVID-19 has had on changing
consumer behaviors. Customers are quickly
and the variation in government guidance
continues to grow, businesses need to be replacing or complementing physical and
agile and continue to prepare for extreme in-person activities with digital equivalents.
disruption. Leaders must be ready to Customers are spending significantly more time
address their immediate problems, prepare online: nearly half of consumers have started or
increased online streaming since the onset of
for multiple contingencies, and keep the
business running with an eye toward a the pandemic.
longer-term horizon. Business leaders can
no longer afford to treat business
continuity and disaster recovery as a Amit Tiwari
special activity that should be done when Vice President-Marketing
resources are available. Businesses must HAVELLS India Ltd., India
become truly agile, and ready to anticipate,
adjust, or move in a new direction if they
are go into compete and survive. In order
to do this Agility Readiness needs to be a
key component of the business values and
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New Style of Creative World

Since hitting a wall during the initial
days of the pandemic, the brands
and the agencies quickly evolved to
tackle
and
overcome
the
challenges posed by the unique
circumstances. Core messaging was the first
thing that adapted to the changing needs of
the consumer. Focal points of communication
shifted based on newer insights and the new
normal. The medium of advertising swiftly
moved to digital considering the increase in
the amount of time people spent on their
smaller screens. Since production budgets
took a hit, clients demanded innovative and
cost-effective
ways
to
communicate.
Agencies like ours responded admirably with
inventive solutions. The very angle at which
an agency approached a client brief

SAIL
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underwent a drastic change. While the
pandemic has thrown several hurdles at
the industry, I believe we have evolved
to the new
normal quicker than
anticipated. While things might not be
the same ever again, we have proven to
ourselves and the world that we will be
ready – come what may.
Nikhil Narayanan
Creative Director
Ogilvy, Bengaluru

To avoid crowding the following steps
were taken

The Dynamic Environment &
Leadership at Bhilai Steel Plant

1. All daily internal physical meetings at
all levels were cancelled and online
meetings were started.

BHILAI STEEL PLANT , Steel
Authority of India Limited is
India's first and main producer of
steel rails, as well as a major
producer of wide steel plates and
other steel products. It was
commissioned in the year of 1959 with the
collaboration
between
The
Indian
Government and The Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics (USSR).

2. All Administration and office staffs
were asked to work from home on a
rotational basis.

How Bhilai Steel Plant fought against the
COVID situation during the Lockdown period
is described as follows:

5. All the staircase handles, elevators
were sanitized every morning and at
periodic interval to prevent infection.

As the Bhilai Steel Plant is directly under the
steel ministry of the government of India each
and every decision made was coordinated
with the Government Authority. A special
committee was formed to cooperate with the
Government and their rules. As the Steel
Plant’s hospital is not authorized or not
equipped properly to handle and fight with
this situation a special team was formed in
the hospital to coordinate and cooperate with
the government rules and regulations. As the
Steel Plant is a Protected area, no other
people were allowed inside works area
except the employees and authorized
personnel. At every entrance gates the
employee’s body temperature was checked
and Sanitizer dispensers were installed
beside that there were wash basins with
soap. A physical guidance was also provided
to the employees for washing their hands
before entering into the building. If anyone’s
body temperature is found high then
immediately that person was referred to
hospital and this news was escalated to the
authorities.

6. A
self-declaration
from
every
employee that there is no one infected
with COVID-19 in their family was
obtained and this act was performed
at the interval of every 15 days.

3. IT staffs were provided with a system
and internet connection to work from
home to handle IT requirement of
plant.
4. Industrial workers were distributed in
different shifts and work time was
staggered.

Mr. Gaurav Jain
Addressed Students on
Sales in New Normal

“W ITHO UT
CONTINUAL GRO WTH
AND PRO GRESS ,
SUCH WO RDS AS

IMPROVEMENT ,
ACHIEVEMENT , AND
SUCCESS HAVE NO
MEANING .”

– B ENJAMIN
F RANKLIN

7. If anyone in the family comes from
other states / countries that employee
was given leave and was asked to
stay in self-quarantine for 15 days.
8. All
prevention
and
emergency
medicines were sufficiently stocked up
at the plant’s Main Medical Post and
all the Health Centers of the industry
so that they are ready for any sort
emergency situation.
With the above measures Bhilai steel
plant controlled and prevented the
COVID-19 infection inside the plant area
to a major extent very successfully and
continued to achieve its production target
also.
AGV Elango
CGM & Acting Executive Director
Bhilai Steel Plant, Dhanbad

Mr. Tanveer Ali Addressed
students on Traits of a
Job Seeker
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loans, etc.

MINTIFI

Pandemic: The country went into a
complete shutdown for two months that led to
moderation of demand effecting the supply
chains and consequently income cycles. The
Government & RBI announced moratorium on
loan repayments for a period of 5 months. This
The finance & need for financial services resulted in 50% (app) of overall lending books
drive
the
life’s
basic in the system opting for
moratorium which
requirements on the planet. put banking books & liquidity under pressure.
Any impact on life directly Besides, the government also had to announce
impacts financial services. a slew of concessions that impacted fiscal.
Hence, it is important to build
financial service products that Post Pandemic/Consumer Push: In the post
are
aligned
to
the pandemic with several restrictions still
continuing and higher penetration of smart
requirements of consumers to sustain.
phones along with affordable network, the
Before Pandemic: Upto early 2000s, the consumers preferred to access their services
banking services were offered based on over online modes like web, mobile, etc. This is
the capacity of the banks i.e., their branch a period in which there is a real consumer led
reach, basic savings/current & credit push for banking services tailored to their
products since, they had to manage on needs via digital modes. From an overall
manual ledgers, the only modes of product hygiene, this is an interesting phase
payments were cash, cheque & demand since, this is consumer led requirement and the
drafts.
There wasn’t any noticeable institutions that are able to re-engineer
and
consumer behaviour pattern due to the Transform their back-end processes that are
limited services.
aligned to consumer expectations, Deliver
Producer Push phase: During early seamless experiences through various digital
2000s, technology invaded the banking channels, Leverage API based technology to
discoverable by customer, Bake hyper
space and until pandemic hit saw new be
products & solutions being launched to personalised products, Manage product costs
satisfy to the requirements of consumer. efficiently, Create awareness about their
With the advancements in technologies, products & services through audio/video
Banks could create products that could be medium and Build secured & compliant
processes. Covid is a catalyst to
tailored to the requirements of different products &
consumer segments. In this period the digital banking behaviour.
producers i.e., banks influenced consumer Time to unmask, socialise for banks.
behaviour by baking several products.
There was a huge push from banks on Viswadeep Chavali
viz., personal loan, credit cards, vehicle Lead- Digital
loans, Gold loans, unsecured business Mintifi-An SME Leading Platform
Re-engineering business models for
sustainability in Pandemic and Beyond:
Banking on Digital – Time to unmask
financial services.

Dr. Prachi Beriwala,
Associate Professor ,
SOM delivering lecture
on Financial
Statements as
Resource Person at
SJB Institute of
Technology

“T HE

MESSAGE OF

THE

K AIZEN

STRATEGY IS THAT
NO T A DAY SHO ULD
GO BY WITHOUT

SOME KIND OF
IMPRO VEMENT BEING
MADE SOMEWHERE
IN THE CO MPANY .”

– M ASAAKI I MAI

A CADEMIC S IGHT
Education Industry: New Vistas of Digital Delivery

Dr. Kunal Saxena,
Assistant Professor, SOM
delivering Lecture at RPA
First Grade College

Across the world, one of the most disrupted sector during this pandemic
has been the Education sector. All its stakeholders, be it Students,
Teachers, Parents and Management have faced unprecedented
challenges. The sector as whole was quick to adapt itself to alternate
mode of
operations. The conventional class room was replaced with
online mode with the help of internet platforms and learning management
systems, although the efficacy of teaching and learning thorough a pure online mode is
debatable. Education sector for sure has shown how adversity can bring in new opportunities. Online Education providers have had their hands full with MOOC’s registering
exponential growth. Online Degrees are gaining ground and Hybrid Learning set to stay.
Green education has gained lot of impetus with complete use of online
material, digital
books and digital libraries. Students at all levels have gained digital literacy and are today
exposed through a slew of webinars to international peers and thought leaders. Although
teachers have been quick to migrate to online teaching, as a norm teachers have to up skill
themselves to make Hybrid delivery more effective and efficient. All educational institutions
as a strategy, without exception have to strengthen the IT infrastructure to survive and
sustain even beyond the pandemic.
K. Krishna Kumar
Associate Dean, School of Management
Presidency University , Bengaluru
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Re-engineering Education Delivery in
Pandemic and Beyond

Education isn't facts crammed.
No, it's not about that.
Education prepares for times
unforeseen. It's the very nuts
and bolts for the assimilation of
the very best life has to offer.
We are living in the times most
unforeseen. Ways and means to impart
education have recently undergone a
tremendous change.
This pandemic has effected life, affected
too. There have been things unlearnt and
things learnt afresh. Online education is
the most important change perceived in
the current scenario.
The teacher-scholar equations have been
defined afresh. Face to face interaction
between the teachers and scholars was
considered the very basis of education and
that too has been challenged under the
weight of the hour.
As we try to find out the best way to deal
with these challenges we come to redesign
the newer version of the business model.
There are different aspects of the upcoming business model. Some of them are the
inclusion of technology to enhance the
learning experience, customising the

individual
learning
path
for
better
personalization of learning. Many individuals,
have gone to the learning path using this
re-engineered education and enrolled in new
courses during the lockdown. This has given
them the flexibility to make their learning
choices justifiable, appropriate, and reachable
as per their interest. Even the Government is
using technology-enabled platforms to ensure
the continuous learning of the students.
All said and done, the way teachers engaged,
influenced, and inspired students in the
traditional format, is hard to get in the newer
version. It is even difficult to get the feel of peer
learning, involvement in different participative
activities which is a must for many programs.
Adopting and adapting to the need of the hour
is all that required.
Saumya Singh
Professor & HOD,
Department of Management &
Director Entrepreneurship Cell
IIT-ISM Dhanbad
Dr P. Srinivasan as
Resource Person at PSNA
College

“A

RELENTLESS

BARRAGE OF

“ WHY ’ S ”

IS THE BEST

WAY TO PREPARE

STUDENTS VIEWPOINT

YOUR MIND TO

PIERCE THE
CLO UDED VEIL OF

Life in the New Normal
In only a few months, the coronavirus pandemic has significantly altered our
daily life. Initially we felt it was a matter of only a few days, but even when
the lockdown around the world was lifted, businesses, workplaces and work
life did not remain the same.

THINKING CAUSED
BY THE STATUS
QUO .

U SE

IT

OFTEN .”

– S HIGEO S HINGO

Many companies had to rethink their business model and focus on building
and strengthening their safety plans and planning future strategies in a way
that will allow them to expand their capabilities.
This pandemic made a deep change in different aspects of businesses. Companies and
businesses had to find alternatives that will help them to sustain then in these times of
COVID-19. Whilst this has led to the drop-in daily activities and physical interaction, it has
also let the corresponding boom in online or digital activities.
There are many ways by which businesses have tried to change their models to remain
sustainable in this pandemic likeWork from home culture has drastically increased people have to adopt to this new normal.
Online shopping has increased to a level which was never seen before. Restaurants
industry started the facilities of takeaway and drive through operations. Even the banking
experience become mostly online, sending and receiving money, paying for any goods and
services now everything happens online. Healthcare industry also tried to change their
business plans by launching digital healthcare apps, like India’s Apollo hospital, and going
telephonic to give online consultations to everyone who are not physically able to come to
the hospital. Education became an online affair with classes from nursery to higher degree
colleges all being conducted online. All these changes, in business world seems like it will
stay for long as we do not see any chance of going back to our normal, carefree life
anytime soon and businesses will have to keep up with these new changes to sustain them
not only during this pandemic but also in the future.
Sejal Kumari
MBA Ist Semester, School of Management
Presidency University , Bengaluru

Dr. Arabinda Bhandari
of SOM addressing
students at Varanasi

C AMPUS T ALK
‘Namma Bazaar’- An Experiential Learning Event for MBA Students
The School of Management, conducted an Experiential Learning Event – ‘Namma Bazaar’ on 8th November, 2019. It was
an In-House, Real-Time ‘Live Marketing Event’ held in the sprawling Lawns of the University Campus. Students of the
School of Management (MBA Students) participated enthusiastically and put up 40 Stalls measuring 10’ x 10’, and sold
products and services ranging from Food, Beverages, Clothing, Fashion, Services, Cosmetics, Accessories and
Handicrafts. The customers for the stalls were the students, faculty members and staff of the University. The objective of
the event was to learn Marketing Skills through experience.

Cerebrum - Inter College Management Fest Held on 7th & 8th Februar y 2020
The third season of the Cerebrum was conducted during 7-8, February 2020 at Presidency University. This sensational
event was exceptional with the participation of best management colleges across Bangalore. The Key sponsors of
Cerebrum 3.0 were CENGAGE, Neo Academy Build India LLP, CT10, Bhagirathi rydS, Himalaya and HP Ltd. The fest
was the perfect venue for the students to perform well and exhibit their skills, which help them to improve their managerial
potential.

FDP on Applied
Econometrics
The School of Management
(SOM) Presidency University,
Bangalore conducted a
Two
-Day Faculty Development
Programme (FDP) on “Applied
Econometrics for Business and
Finance” from November 8-9,
2019 (Friday & Saturday). The
primary objective of this FDP
was to provide orientation in
essential econometrics relevant
for research in business and
finance. Forty-Five participants
have registered from 25 various
educational institutions across
the country and Forty-Two of
them attended, out of which 26
and 16 were faculty members
and research scholars, respectively.

Panel Discussion on Union
Budget 2020

Campus Reverberates with
Young Entrepreneurs

School
of
Management
organised a panel discussion
on Union budget session -2020.
Dr.
Kalpana
Gopalan
IAS
,Additional
Chief
Secretary ,Department of Youth
and Empowerment & Sports ,
Government
of
Karntaka ,Bangalore .Dr.K.Siva
subramaniyan,MIDS,Dr.Anjula
Gutoo,IIS ,Bangalore ,Dr.HariKr
ishna Maram ,Vision Digital
India participated in the panel
discussion. Panel discussion
was moderated by Dr.Sathis
Kumar
G
,Associate
Professor ,SOM.

First 3-Day Bootcamp on
Innovation and Entrepreneurship was organized by Centre
of Innovation,
Incubation and
Entrepreneurship
(CIIE)
in
collaboration
with
Shared
Services Forum, Cunomial and
BuyOpenly.Com on January 29
-31,2020.
The main focus was on providing mentoring
services &
Hands-on-Training
for
the
aspiring entrepreneurs to fine
-tune entrepreneurial ‘Ideas’.
It was a great learning platform
for young and budding entrepreneurs.

Campus Ignites @ Meraki 2020

R ECENT

A-Talk ( Alum Talk ) @SOM

E-Waste Drive at Campus

ACTIVITIES

Dr. Rosewine Joy moderating a
panel @ M.G. University India

MBA Students @ BIEC for Industry
Exposure

PRESIDENCY UNIVERSITY, BENGALURU
Itgalpur, Rajanakunte, Yehlahanka
Bengaluru, Karnataka-560064
www.presidencyuniversity.in

FDP on Data Analysis using R

FDP on Advanced Excel

